
Please don't fix your heart! In stead, take your time and mend only 2 or 3 pieces a day.
Taking your time will help you to truly embody this heart healing ritual. That will need
a different energy, than the 'fixing' mentality we have been programmed with.
Connect to your heart space, light a candle, put soothing music on and listen again to
our 'Connect to your Broken pieces' audio. This will help you to connect to your loving
and healing energy before you start mending your pieces.
Take your time! Try to only glue 2 or 3 broken pieces each time. This will help you to
embody the heart healing experience even more.
Keep on journalling! This is a powerful way to write down your insights and everything
that pops up. 

Open Your Heart 
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GOLDEN HEART HEALING

In this document you will find the steps and inspiration how to mend your broken
pieces with gold. 

Some loving tips1.

Please do not share any of the documents, audio's and video's of this workshop without our permission. 



Get your golden glue-kit out of
the box. Have your broken
pieces on the 'bogche', the piece
of fabric. You will glue the pieces
on the 'bogche'.
Mend a little bit of glue on a a
tiny plate or tile and mix it with
the wooden stick.
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Please do not share any of the documents, audio's and video's of this workshop without our permission. 

Step 2

Step 1
Find the first 2 or 3 first pieces
that fit together. This can be
challenging. Because it looks like
a 3D-puzzle. Just remember, that
this is absolutely normal. You
might get this feeling of 'how am
I going to mend this?' We
promise you, you will be able to
mend the pieces. But just take
your time, like you need to do in
life when healing emotionally. 



Start glueing the first 2 or 3
pieces with your golden glue. Do
this with a lot of attention, care
and love. Focus on the golden
healing energy of this step.
Mend yourself with love! 
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Please do not share any of the documents, audio's and video's of this workshop without our permission. 

Step 3

Step 4
You might need a whole week to
glue all the pieces together. And
then finally you are ready. Be
proud of your heart and your
golden cracks. This is you! And
you are beautiful just like the
way you are. 


